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LONGITUDINAL TOP QUARK POLARIZATIONMaªgorzata AwramikDepartment of Field Theory and Partile Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polandand Marek Je»abekInstitute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Craow, Poland(Reeived April 11, 2001)Longitudinal polarization of the top quark, averaged over the produ-tion angle, is disussed for the top quark produed in e+e� annihilation nearits prodution threshold. It is demonstrated that Coulomb type orretionsand resattering orretions are important. They hange onsiderably mea-surable quantities and should be taken into aount in phenomenologialanalysis.PACS numbers: 13.88.+e, 14.65.Ha1. IntrodutionThe heaviest of all known elementary partiles, the top quark, is likelyto give us exiting insight into the eletroweak symmetry breaking setorof the Standard Model (SM), into QCD dynamis at short distanes andmaybe even into physis beyond the SM. Preise measurements not onlyof the total top quark prodution ross setion, but also of the top quarkmomentum distributions and polarizations are planned to be arried out ata future linear eletron-positron ollider. Of partiular interest is the sub-jet of top�antitop prodution lose to threshold. For the large width ofthe top quark � t [1℄ a formalism suitable for this region, where the stronginteration between t and �t due to Coulomb-like gluons is of paramountimportane, was suggested by Fadin and Khoze [2℄. It is based on solvingShrödinger equation for Green funtions in a non-relativisti approxima-tion for a Coulombi potential. The methods needed for the alulation ofthe total ross setion were �rst given in [1℄ and [3℄. The di�erential topquark distributions were alulated independently in position spae [4, 5℄(2115)



2116 M. Awramik, M. Je»abekand by solving Lippmann�Shwinger equations in momentum spae [6, 7℄.The polarization of the top quark has been onsidered in [8, 9℄. In [10, 11℄resattering orretions (between t�t and the deay b and �b quarks) to orderO(�s) were inluded1.One of the interesting quantities is the top quark longitudinal polariza-tion. It has been laimed in [15℄ that it may easily provide information onthe mass and width of the top quark, independently of Coulomb type orre-tions and of the running of the strong oupling �s. However, in this artilewe demonstrate that the heliity of the top quark signi�antly depends onCoulomb type orretions. Moreover, we show that some easily measurablequantities related to the top net heliity strongly depend on resatteringorretions and therefore it requires a more areful analysis to extrat fromthem some information on top quark parameters. Although the NNLO QCDorretions to the total and di�erential ross setion (exluding resatteringorretions) for the top quark prodution in the eletron-positron annihila-tion are already known (see [16℄ and [17℄; reent results are given in [18℄),polarization has not yet been introdued. A major problem is aused bythe resattering orretions sine the inlusion of the interations betweenrelativisti (b quark) and non-relativisti (t quark) states is di�ult withinthis formalism.In Setion 2 we investigate the top quark net heliity when resatteringorretions are negleted. We show that large Coulomb type orretionsa�et this observable, in ontradition to the statements made in [15℄. Forunstable quarks, the polarization is a funtion of the momentum and energyindependently2. To ompare our results to [15℄ we need some averagingproedure. We show, however, that di�erenes persist in two intuitivelyaeptable approahes. Inlusion of the phenomenologial potential VJKT(see [6℄) with the two loop stati potential, running of the strong ouplingonstant and a Rihardson-like potential for small momenta leads to furtherdeviations from [15℄.In Setion 3, we note that the top quark average heliity is not diretlyobservable. Following [9℄ we derive an analogue from the leptoni distribu-tions, taking a more suitable hoie of basis vetors. We show, however, thatthe latter quantities are signi�antly a�eted by the �nal state interations.Our onlusions are presented in Setion 4.The Appendix ontains the formulas neessary to express the observablesof [9℄ in a basis aligned with the top quark momentum.1 For a review and referenes see e.g. [12�14℄.2 We take the energy with referene to the nominal threshold E = ps� 2mt.



Longitudinal Top Quark Polarization 21172. Coulomb orretions and �nite widthWe start from the de�nition of the angular average of the top quarkpolarization hPi = R P d�dp d
p d
pR d�dp d
p d
p ; (1)where d�dp d
p is the momentum distribution of the top quark and P its po-larization. The angular average of the longitudinal polarization ishPLi = 43 C? 'R ; (2)where C? is a well known funtion of the eletroweak ouplings of the tquark to the photon and Z0. In Appendix we give a derivation of Eq. (2)using the results of [8℄ and [9℄. An expliit formula for C? is given therein,see Eq. (27). The funtion 'R = Re (') originates from the interferene ofthe S and P wave prodution'(p;E) = 1� 4�s3�1� 8�s3� pmt F �(p;E)G�(p;E) : (3)The funtions G and F orrespond to the respetive waves and are foundnumerially by solving the Lippmann�Shwinger equations.For stable and non-relativisti quarks and assuming a pure Coulombpotential G and F an be found analytially [19℄. Following the remarksin [19℄ and [9℄ we rewrite Eq. (3) aslim�t!0; E!p2=mt 'R � '0 = 1� 4�s3�1� 8�s3� � : (4)Here � = p1� 4m2t =s is the on-shell top quark veloity. In this limit thelongitudinal top polarization is given bylim�t!0; E!p2=mthPLi � hP0i = 43 C?Re ('0) : (5)In Fig. 1 we show how Eq. (1) approximates to Eq. (5) as �t dereases.Although the momentum distributions are getting narrower to simulate theDira delta funtion, the limiting value of the polarization of Eq. (1) isreprodued only in the near viinity of the peak.
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Fig. 1. On the left: top quark momentum distributions d�=dp. On the right: thepolarization hPLi from the S�P wave interferene term shown for several di�erentenergies, ompared with hP0i (solid lines). The upper plots show the dependenefor an arti�ially small width �t ! �t=2, the lower are for �t ! �t=10. The arrowsindiate the peak of the momentum distribution. We have hosen mt = 175 GeV,�t = 1:43 GeV. We use the pure Coulomb potential with �s �xed at average valueof the peak momentum �s(p = 20) = 0:15.In [15℄, the Eq. (5) was used as a starting point. The �nite width wastaken into aount by hanging the dispersion relationp =pmt (E + i�t) (6)whih leads to the longitudinal top polarization(hPLi)S = 43 �1 + 4�s3� � C?Re  rE + i�tmt ! : (7)
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal polarization hPLi (solid line) taken at the peak of the mo-mentum distribution for the pure Coulomb potential (left) and phenomenologialpotential VJKT (right) ompared with (hPLi)S (dashed line).In a more omplete analysis the width is aounted for by momentum dis-tributions. Therefore, a omparison with Eq. (7) requires some averaging.We shall onsider two possibilities. In Fig. 2 we take the value of the polar-ization at the peak of the momentum distribution as funtion of the energy.In Fig. 3, we show the averagehhPii = R pmax0 P d�dp d
p d
p dpR pmax0 d�dp d
p d
p dp (8)for the longitudinal part of the top polarizationhhPLii = R pmax0 hPL(p;E)i jpG(p;E)j2 dpR pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 dp : (9)Due to the non-relativisti approximation employed in our alulation of theGreen funtions F and G, hhPLii inreases logarithmially with pmax. Weshow the results for two values of the ut-o�, pmax = 23mt and pmax = 14mt.The former ut-o� orresponds to more then 97 % of the total ross setionin the energy range between 1S peak and E = 5 GeV. In the latter aseabout 80 % of the total ross setion is inluded. So our alulation shouldbe ompared with the data sample for a orresponding ut-o�.For a pure Coulomb potential and positive energies the formula (7) an bereprodued, as shown in Fig. 2 (left) and Fig. 3 (left). However, for negativeenergies in the region of the 1S peak there are signi�ant di�erenes.
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Fig. 3. Angular and momentum average of the longitudinal top quark polarizationhhPLii for the pure Coulomb potential (left) and VJKT (right) shown in omparisonwith (hPLi)S .A further improvement in the analysis an be obtained by inluding thephenomenologial potential [6℄. This is shown in Fig. 2 (right) and Fig. 3(right). This time the normalization of the urves is signi�antly di�erenteven in the positive energy region.We think that the polarization at 1S peak is sensitive to both, the topquark width �t and �E1S�2P energy di�erene between 1S and 2P peakvalues. The formula (7) is not sensitive to �E1S�2P and hene in our opinionannot be onsidered a very good approximation.3. Resattering orretionsDue to the extremely short life time of the top quark it will never be pos-sible to arry out any experiment diretly on it. The most suitable way of de-termining the observables disussed here is based on the analysis of hargedleptons from the semileptoni deay hannel: e+ e� ! t t ! b l � bW�:The average of the harged lepton distribution is relatively easy to settletheoretially as well as experimentallyhnli � � d3�dp d
p��1 Z dEl d
l d�(e+e� ! bl��bW�)dp d
p d
l dEl (nl) ; (10)where l is the four-momentum of the harged lepton and n is a hosen unitfour-vetor. In [9℄ it was alulated ashnli = BR(t! bl�)1 + 2y + 3y24(1 + 2y) h(tn) + mt3 (nP)i: (11)



Longitudinal Top Quark Polarization 2121In the t�t enter-of-mass frame t� = (mt;p) is the top quark four-momentumand y = m2W =m2t . The omponents of P turn out to be idential with thoseof the top quark polarization originating from the S�P wave interferene inthe e+e� ! tt proess. Thus we onsider P to represent the polarization.In [9℄ it was also shown that the largest known orretions to hnli arisefrom the olor interation between bottom and antitop quarks (or top andantibottom). An intuitive piture is given in [10℄ and [11℄. Corretions dueto this e�et are alled `resattering orretions', or `�nal-state orretions',or `non-fatorizable orretions'. It is known that they almost disappear inthe total ross setions but they modify the di�erential distributions ( [5,9℄).We implement them in our approah in the same way as we did before (seeAppendix).Then the longitudinal top quark polarization, the polarization perpen-diular to the top quark momentum and normal to the prodution planeaveraged over the angles are respetively:hPLi = 43 C? 'R + 13 k1Re (	2) ; (12)hPTi = ��4 C0jj + �16 k2 C0jj	3 ; (13)hPNi = �4 CN Im (') ; (14)where k1 = 2 3(1� 3y2)2(1 + 2y + 3y2) + 2 + 3y � 5y2 � 12y3(1 + 2y)(1 + 2y + 3y2) ; (15)k2 = �23(1 � 4y + 3y2)8(1 + 2y + 3y2) � 1� 4y + 3y24(1 + 2y + 3y2) : (16)The funtions 	2 and 	3 (see [9℄) are onneted with the resatteringorretions in the t b system and appear to be of the same order of magnitude.For mt = 175 GeV the oe�ients ki are: k1 = 2:7 and k2 = �0:19 so theorretions to the longitudinal polarization are proportional to 0:9Re (	2)and to the perpendiular polarization: 0:04	3. Thus the perpendiularand the normal omponents of the polarization are almost unhanged byresattering, but the heliity of the top quark is strongly a�eted.We also onsider the momentum average of the polarizationhhPLii = 43 C? R pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 'R dpR pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 dp+13 k1 R pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 Re (	2) dpR pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 dp ; (17)



2122 M. Awramik, M. Je»abekhhPTii = ��4 C0jj + �16 k2 C0jj R pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 	3 dpR pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 dp ; (18)hhPNii = �4 CN R pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 Im (') dpR pmax0 jpG(p;E)j2 dp : (19)

Fig. 4. Angular average of the longitudinal top polarization with resattering hPLi(solid line), ompared with the S�P wave interferene term (dotted line), for severaldi�erent energies.In Fig. 4 we show the drasti hange indued by the the �nal interationson hPLi. The quantity that we wish to ompare with [15℄, hhPLii is plottedin Fig. 5. Again we see a substantial hange in the normalization and thesign with respet to hhPLii from Fig. 3.For ompleteness we plot the normal and transverse omponents of thepolarization in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Angular and momentum average of the longitudinal top polarization withresattering hhPLii (solid line), ompared with the S�P wave interferene term(dashed line).

Fig. 6. Angular average of the normal hPNi (left) and transverse hPTi (right) toppolarizations plotted for several energies. For hPTi, the solid line shows the resultwithout resattering orretions (whih does not depend on energy). The remainingrepresent the omplete result.
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Fig. 7. Angular and momentum average of the normal hhPNii (left) and transversetop polarization hhPTii (right). 4. ConlusionsWe have shown that for negative energies relative to the threshold theapproximation of [15℄ does not inlude the main harateristis of the longi-tudinal polarization. Even if we neglet the �nal state interations the nega-tive energy part is not reprodued. The phenomenologial potential hangesthe normalization slightly, leading to some di�erenes in the positive energypart as well. But our non-relativisti approximation is too rude to seriouslyimprove the preditions of [15℄ in this region. However, a drasti di�ereneappears in a full analysis with the resattering orretions. It should there-fore be obvious that the top quark parameters annot be retrieved from a�t to Eq. (7) without the inlusion of the resattering orretions.Thus the average top quark longitudinal polarization may be a di�ultquantity for phenomenologial analysis aiming at determination of the topquark ouplings. The size of the resattering orretions should be viewed asan argument against the longitudinal polarization as a soure of top parame-ters. An interesting observable weakly a�eted by the �nal state interationsis the forward-bakward asymmetry.The authors wish to thank Thomas Teubner for his support at earlystages of this work, helpful omments and areful reading of the manusript.This work is partly supported by the European Commission 5th Frameworkontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149 and by the Polish State Committee for Si-enti� Researh (KBN) grants 5P03B09320 and 2P03B05418.



Longitudinal Top Quark Polarization 2125AppendixHere we would like to show how the results of [9℄ an be used to alulatethe average top quark heliity.For the de�nition of the polarization Eq. (1), we need the di�erentialross setion whih is equal tod�dp d
pd
p = d�(0)dp 14� (1 + 2AFB os# ) d os #: (20)AFB is the forward�bakward asymmetryAFB = CFB 'R: (21)Then the averaged top polarization ishPii = 12 1Z�1 Pi (1 + 2AFB os# ) d os # : (22)The unintegrated polarization distributions Pi, whih are the longitudinalPL, the transverse P? and the normal polarization PN, an be easily ob-tained from the previously alulated polarizations in the beam frame [9℄by a rotation of the basis by an angle # (the angle between top quark andeletron momentum) in the prodution plane. ThenPL = Pe? sin#+ Pejj os#;PT = Pe? os#�Pejj sin# ;PN = PN : (23)The index e was used to indiate that the quantities are given in the basisaligned with the eletron momentum. We also usePek(p;E; �) = C0k(�) + C1k (�)'R(p;E) os# ; (24)Pe?(p;E; �) = C?(�)'R(p;E) sin# ; (25)PeN(p;E; �) = CN(�)'I(p;E) sin# : (26)The needed oe�ients are [8, 9℄C0k (�) = �a2 + �a1a1 + �a2 ; C1k (�) = �1� �2� a2a3 � a1a4(a1 + �a2)2 ;C?(�) = �12 a4 + �a3a1 + �a2 ; CN(�) = �12 a3 + �a4a1 + �a2 = �CFB(�) ; (27)
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